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Abstract
We use the conformal m ethod to investigate solutions o f the vacuum Einstein constraint 
equations on a manifold with a Yamabe-positive metric. To do so, we develop a model prob­
lem with symmetric data on S n - 1  x  S 1. We specialize the model problem to a two-parameter 
family o f conformal data, and find that no solutions exist when the transverse-traceless tensor 
is identically zero. W hen the transverse traceless tensor is nonzero, we observe an existence 
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C h a p te r  1
In tr o d u c t io n  a n d  B a ck g ro u n d  
1 . 1  M o t iv a t io n
The recent detection o f gravitational waves by the LIGO Scientific Collaboration has con­
firmed, like many previous experiments, that Einstein’s Theory o f General Relativity is a 
powerful and accurate mathematical model o f gravitation. It is o f mathematical and physical 
interest to describe, if possible, the complete set o f solutions to Einstein’s equation o f general 
relativity. Einstein’s equation admits an initial-value formulation, and one way to prescribe 
initial data is via the conformal method. The conformal m ethod has been successfully used 
to show uniqueness o f solutions to Einstein’s equation in the cases o f constant mean cur­
vature ( “C M C ” ) and near-CM C. W ork in the far-from -CM C case is ongoing, and has been 
investigated in several special cases. For example, [Ma11] presented a model problem with 
a Yamabe-null metric and showed there are regimes under which both  non-existence and 
non-uniqueness occur. This thesis explores a m odel problem with a Yamabe-positive metric 
where a general existence theorem exists.
In this chapter, we review classical relativity and present a geometric formulation of 
general relativity. We then introduce the constraint equations and the conformal parameters 
used to discover solutions to the constraint equations. In Chapter 2, we introduce the specific 
manifold used to construct our model problem. In Chapter 3, we show that finding solutions 
to the constraint equations, in this case, reduces to finding roots o f a real-valued function. 
Finally, we present the formal proofs o f the existence o f such solutions.
1.2 O v e r v ie w  o f  R e la t iv ity
The classical notion o f relativity, that the laws o f physics are invariant in any reference frame 
undergoing uniform motion, was known to Galileo. This principle can be stated in terms 
of Newton’s First Law of M otion: there exist reference frames in which a non-accelerating 
particle travels in a straight line at constant speed. This law is a key hypothesis for Newton’s 
two other laws o f motion. In particular, these laws o f m otion hold in two spacetime reference
1
frames R, R  o f dimension n if and only if the coordinates (t, x ) o f R  and (t , x ) o f R  are related 
by
t 1 0 t
x v H xt
+  T, ( 1 . 1 )
where v  is a constant column vector, H  is a constant proper (that is, det H  = 1 )  orthogonal 
matrix, and T  is a constant column vector [Wo03]. A  coordinate transformation in the form 
of Equation 1 . 1  is called a Galilean transformation, and the reference frames R, R  are called 
inertial frames.
On the human scale, classical relativity and Newton’s laws form accurate mathematical 
models for physical systems. They do not provide a complete m odel for physical phenom­
ena, however, as they are incompatible with James Clerk M axwell’s equations o f electro­
magnetism. M axwell’s theory requires that electromagnetic waves travel at a fixed speed 
in all inertial frames. Einstein resolved this apparent contradiction by showing that the 
laws o f m otion are invariant not under Galilean transformations, but instead under Lorentz 




+  T, ( 1 .2 )
where c  is the (constant) speed o f electromagnetic waves in a vacuum and L  is a proper 
orthochronous (that is, L 0 0  >  0 ) matrix satisfying
n =  L trjL (1.3)
for the diagonal matrix n with entries noo =  — 1, Vu =  1, i =  2, ...,n  — 1. It can be shown 
that, for systems in which massive particles move at velocities v ^  c, Lorentz transforma­
tions reduce to Galilean transformations. For the remainder o f this thesis, we will assume 
geometric units where c  =  1 .
Einstein’s Theory o f Special Relativity does not include a description o f gravity. In 
particular, special relativity requires that, as in classical relativity, inertial frames only un­
dergo uniform motion. This is problem atic since gravity affects all matter— even light— so 
there are no neutral test particles for gravity as for electromagnetism. Einstein’s Theory of 
General Relativity takes gravity into account by assuming the strong equivalence principle: 
that there is no observable distinction between a uniform gravitational field and a uniformly
2
accelerating inertial frame. Thus inertial observers are those who are in free-fall. Special 
relativity holds in neighborhoods o f these observers, and gravity is detected by observing 
small changes in the acceleration o f nearby inertial observers.
1 .3  G e o m e tr ic  F orm u la tio n  o f  G e n e ra l R e la t iv ity
In the paradigm o f General Relativity, we view spacetime as a manifold: a topological space 
which is looks locally like Euclidean space and which allows points to be labeled with some 
coordinate system. Let M  be a manifold o f dimension n and p G M . We define a geometric 
object g called the m etric (or first fundamental form ) to be a symmetric bilinear map
g : TpM  x  TpM  ^  R
where TpM  is the tangent space o f M  at p. For any v , u G TpM  we call g (v , v ) the squared 
length o f v  and g (v , u) the scalar product o f v  and u. We do not require that a metric be 
non-negative; indeed, we classify a vector v  G TpM  as spacelike if g (v , v ) >  0, as timelike 
if g (v , v )  <  0, and as null if g (v , v ) =  0. This classification allows us to similarly classify 
curves and surfaces: a curve C  C M  is spacelike if the tangent vector T a to C  is spacelike 
at each point o f C , and a submanifold M  C M  is spacelike if each curve in M  is spacelike. 
Timelike and null cuves and surfaces are defined similarly.
The matrix n in Equation 1.3 defines the Minkowski metric. The Minkowski metric is an 
important example o f a Lorentzian m etric : one which has either n — 1 positive eigenvalues and 
one negative eigenvalue, or vice-versa. In general relativity, we assume spacetime is a four­
dimensional manifold V  with a Lorentzian metric A. The pair (V, A) is called a Lorentzian 
manifold.
It will be convenient to use tensor index notation in the remainder o f this chapter. Recall 
that a type ( i , j ) tensor is a multilinear map
Y  : Q* x  . . .  x  Q* x  Q x  . . .  x  Q ^  R
'----------V --------- ' '-------- V -------- '
i times j times
where Q is a finite-dimensional vector space with dual space Q* o f covectors. “Up” indices 
(Y a) indicate vector components while “down” indices (Ya) indicate covector components. 
We also implement the Einstein summation notation, where an index appearing in both  the 
up and down positions in an expression indicates an implied summation.
Before we exhibit Einstein’s Equation o f General Relativity, we need to state several 
definitions. Choose a manifold M  and a metric gap . We define the Christoffel symbol Pg7  to
3
be
r /?7 :=  2 3aS(dYgsft +  g&Y — dsgpj).
Given a vector field X a , we define the covariant derivative V  p o f X a to be
d
V X a  :=  X a  +  a X Y .
We measure the commutability o f covariant derivatives with the Riemann tensor
Rafr X Y :=  V aV ftX S -  V ftV a X S.
Although in general a tensor on a four-dimensional manifold having four indices has 256 
independent components, the Riemann tensor has symmetries which reduce the number of 
independent components to 20. We use the Riemann tensor to define the Ricci tensor
R aft :=  R a7 ft7
and the scalar curvature
a
R  : R a ,
both  o f which measure the intrinsic curvature o f M . Finally, we may define the Einstein  
tensor
Gafi :=  R aft — 2  R gaft.
Einstein's Theory o f General Relativity says that gravity is not, as Newton described, an 
attractive force between masses; instead, gravity is defined by the curvature o f spacetime. In 
particular, the theory relates the Einstein tensor Gap (and thus the curvature o f spacetime) 
to the distribution o f matter in the spacetime via the energy-momentum tensor T aft. For 
example, consider a cloud o f particles with smoothly-varying velocity described by the vector 
field U . Let the cloud have a uniform rest density per unit volume p. In this case, we define
T aft :=  pUa U
where Ua U i s  the tensor product o f Ua and U . This definition may be extended to other 
distributions o f matter, as well as to fluids (see [Wo07]). The relationship between Gap and 
T aft is given by Einstein’s famous equation o f general relativity,
Gafi +  AaftA =  8nGTaft, (1.4)
4
where G is N ewton’s gravitational constant and A is the cosmological constant. We view 
Taft as a source term, similar to the source term in Poisson’s equation describing Newtonian 
gravity. Remarkably, Equation 1.4 relates the physically-meaningful quantity Taft to the 
geometrically-meaningful quantity Gaft. Colloquially, matter tells space how to curve and 
space tells matter how to move [MTW73].
Given a spacetime (V, A) o f dimension n, let £  C V  be a spacelike submanifold o f dimen­
sion n — 1 . As a subspace o f V , £  inherits the metric
haft : Aaft 1 ^
from V . We may also assign £  a second fundamental form: a symmetric bilinear map
K  : Tp£  x  Tp£  ^  R
defined by
Kaft =  ha1 V 7  nft (1.5)
where na is a unit-length timelike vector field normal to £ ; that is, nana =  —1. Geom et­
rically, K aft measures the extrinsic curvature o f £  in V  by measuring the change in normal 
vectors as we change position in £ .
1 .4  T h e  C o n s tra in t  E q u a tio n s
In this thesis we consider Equation 1.4 in a vacuum (Ta/3 =  0) with A =  0:
Gaft =  0 . ( 1 .6 )
The initial-value formulation o f Equation 1.6 can be derived in the following manner. Let £ , 
h, and K aft be as described above. Let na be a unit timelike vector normal to £ . Applying na 
to Equation 1.4, we note that naTaft is the momentum density observed by na and nanftTaft 
is the energy density observed by na . It is a geometric fact that naGa/ft can be com puted in 
terms o f haft and K aft [Wa84]. Furthermore, it can be shown that these considerations lead
to a system of constraint equations for Equation 1.6 [Wa84]. In particular, nanftGaft =  0
and hftaGftYna =  0 reduce to the vacuum Einstein constraint equations
R  — K aft Kaft +  T2  =  0, (1.7a)
V aKaft — Vft T =  0, (1.7b)
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respectively. Here t =  hal3K ap is the mean curvature o f £  in V . Thus we think o f Equation 
1.6 as an initial-value problem where the initial data are a Riemannian manifold £  with m et­
ric hap and a second fundamental form K a@ satisfying the constraint equations 1.7 [CB52]. 
In particular, satisfying the constraint equations is both  necessary and sufficient to ensure 
that an ambient spacetime (V, A) containing (£ , h) exists and satisfies Equation 1.6 [CB52].
Note that Equation 1.7a is a single equation, while Equation 1.7b is a system o f three 
equations. Thus System 1.7 is com posed o f four equations in twelve variables (six in gap 
and six in K ap due to symmetry in each) and is therefore underdetermined. This is not 
unexpected since we are free to specify an initial slice £  with hap and K a@ satisfying the 
Constraint Equations 1.7. The space o f solutions is not well understood. Furthermore, we 
note that solutions to Equation 1.6, though modeling a vacuum universe, are o f interest 
because gravitational waves can propagate through spacetime even in the absence o f matter.
1.5 C o n fo rm a l P a ra m e te r iz a t io n s
Ideally, we would like to describe all solutions o f Equation 1.6 on a given spacelike hypersur­
face o f spacetime. This would provide a procedure for finding all possible sets o f initial data. 
In general this is an open problem; only in the case o f constant mean curvature has this 
problem been completely solved. This solution uses the conformal m ethod o f Lichnerowicz, 
Choquet-Bruhat, and York and extends to non-CM C cases where much less is known.
The initial data for the conformal m ethod are:
1. A conformal class o f metrics [gap]. Recall that two metrics gap ,h ap are conformally 
related if there exists a positive function £ such that hap =  £2gafi. We will write
£2  =  0q - 2  where 0  is a positive function and q =  n r . Note that the relation “is
conformally related to ” forms equivalence classes, so we may say hap is in the conformal 
class o f ga/3.
2 . A transverse-traceless tensor a. A  transverse-traceless tensor is one that is symmetric 
and both  divergence-free and trace-free.
3. A mean curvature t . (Recall the definition o f t from the discussion after System 1.7.)
4. A lapse function N . The lapse is a sm ooth function assuring that changing the repre­
sentative o f the conformal class does not affect the solution found.
We use these initial data to seek solutions (ha  ^,K ap) o f the Constraint Equations 1.7 
such that hap is in the conformal class o f gap ,
haj3 0  gafi,
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and with K aft decom posed as in [Yo74]:
K aft 0  ^ &aft +  2 N  L ^Waft^ +  ^ gaft •
Here n is the dimension o f the hypersurface, 0  is an unknown positive function, W a is an 
unknown vector field, and L  is the conformal Killing operator
(L W  )aft =  VaW ft +  Vft Wa — ^  V Y W y Qaft •
Letting R h denote the scalar curvature o f £  as com puted with haft, a standard com putation 
gives
Rh =  0 1 q ( — 2KqA0 +  Rg 0).
It then follows from straightforward computations that we may write the Constraint Equa­
tions 1.7 as
— 2nqAg 0  +  Rg 0  —
1  2
& aft +  2 N  L W aft 0~q~l +  Kr20~q~1 =  0 , ( 1 .8 a)
g
V ft 2 N LWaft — K0qVaT  =  0. (1.8b)
We wish to solve these equations for (0, W ).
It was expected that selection o f generic conformal initial data would lead to a unique 
solution o f the Constraint Equations 1.7; in the case o f constant mean curvature this is in 
fact the case. Special cases in the near- and far-from -CM C regime have been investigated, 
including in [HNT09] and [Ma09], in hopes o f discovering a general theorem. Later, [Ma11] 
showed that, for symmetric data on conformally flat tori, there existed regimes o f both 
non-existence and non-uniqueness o f solutions to System 1.7.
In light o f the suppositions for previously-proven existence theorems, we would like to 
consider model problems on three cases o f manifolds: those with Yamabe-null, -positive, 
and -negative metrics. Given a manifold M  and a metric g on M , we define the Yamabe 
invariant o f g to be
v _  . f  I m  2^q\V/ 12 +  Rg/2dVg
Yg feC^(M) ||f ||2q .
f
It can be shown that Yg >  0 (that is, g is Yamabe-positive) if and only if there exists a 
positive function 0  and a metric h such that h is in the conformal class o f g and R h >  0 
everywhere on M  (for details, refer to the summary paper [LP87]). A  metric being Yamabe-
7
null or Yamabe-negative is defined similarly. The paper [Ma11] considered the case o f a 
Yamabe-null metric, and in the remainder o f this thesis we consider the case o f a Yamabe- 
positive metric.
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C h a p te r  2
S y m m e tr ic  D a ta  on  Sn-1 x  S 1
Constructing and finding solutions o f m odel problems for the Constraint Equations 1.8 pro­
vides insight for discovering a general theorem about the existence or nonexistence o f solu­
tions in the non-CM C case. To construct our model problem, let n >  3 and denote by Sn-1 
the (n — 1)-sphere o f radius r. We will take S 1 to be [—n ,n ] with endpoints identified. The 
manifold we consider is Sn-1 x  S 1 , with the metric gr +  ds2 where gr is the usual round 
metric on Sn- 1 . Note in particular that Sn-1 x  S 1 has positive scalar curvature, which we 
denote by R, and thus gr +  ds2 is a Yamabe-positive metric. We seek solutions (h, K ) of 
the Constraint Equations 1.8 such that h and K  are periodic functions o f x  E S 1 alone. We 
denote derivatives with respect to x  by primes.
As in [Ma11], we will prescribe the mean curvature t using the formula
Tt :=  t +  v  ( 2 . 1 )
where t E R  is constant and v  is the jum p function
) — 1  — n <  x  <  0  
v  (x) =  < .
| 1  0  <  x  <  n
For our purposes, “near-CM C” refers to taking t sufficiently large so that t does not change 
sign. We also define
Y : S siv N  (2 2 )
=  X T  ■ <2-2)
whose significance will be explained in the next chapter.
In the near-CM C regime, [Ma11] showed that for a particular Yamabe-null metric on 
S1  x . . .  x S ^  there exists a solution to the Constraint Equations 1.8 if and only if a  ^  0. 
We will show a similar result on Sn-1 x  S 1 . W hen the transverse-traceless tensor is small 
and not identically 0, [Ma11] showed that there exists at least one solution if \t\ is sufficiently
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large and \t\ =  1. Again, we will find a similar result on Sn-1 x  S 1. Our results will differ 
from [Ma11] when |t| <  1; in his case, there were regions o f existence and nonexistence. In 
our case, a solution exists.
W orking concretely with n =  3, choose a mean curvature Tt , a transverse traceless tensor 
a, and a lapse function N . Then System 1.8 becomes
— 8 Ag 0  +  Rg 0  — aaft +  2 N  L W aft 0 -7  +  o t206 =  0 ,
1 2
V ft —  LWaft — 3  0 6V aTt =  0.
Assuming W  is a function o f x  alone, we take W  =  (0 ,0 ,w (x ))  and find
Furthermore,
so Equation 2.3b becomes
It follows that
V  ( 2 N LW ” ^  =  ( °  0  1  ( > !' ) ' )  .
VT  =  ( 0  0  Tt'(x ) )
2  ( \ t w (x ) ' )  =  2 0 6t '3 2N  3
(  2 N W' (x ))  =  0 ‘ T‘ -
(2.3a)
(2.3b)
We now turn to Equation 2.3a. We define
aaft : 3 ds g gr
and note that a is transverse traceless on S2 and that \a1 \2  =  |. We write aaft =  ^<raft where 
^ is constant, and then find
1
2
1 2  2
aaft +  2 N  W aft g
(^Jaft +  2 N W (x) =  32  . (2 .4)
Then we may write Equation 2.3a as
2  1  2  2  




A similar derivation works in higher dimensions, so for any n >  3 we may write the 
Constraint Equations 1.8 as
Maximum Principle whose properties we exploit to find solutions in the next chapter. There 
we show that we can use Equation 2.3b to rewrite Equation 2.3a in such a way as to reduce 
finding solutions o f System 1.8 to finding roots o f a real-valued function. Furthermore, 
System 2.5 only differs from the system given in [Ma11] for conformally flat tori in that we 
have an additional term: Rg0. Our model problem  is constructed specifically to explore 
the effect o f this term; in particular, we find that when Rg >  0 the nonexistence regime in 
[Ma11] vanishes. We conjecture, however, that the non-uniqueness regime o f [Ma11] extends 
to a non-uniqueness regime in the Rg >  0 case.
(2.5b)
(2.5a)
Finding solutions (h, K ) o f the Einstein Constraint Equations 1.8 on Sn-1 x  S 1 requires that 
we parameterize solutions (0 ,^ ,w )  o f the Constraint Equations 2.5.
We remark that Equation 2.3a involves the Laplacian on S 1; this Laplacian admits a
11

C h a p te r  3
S o lu tio n s  o f  th e  C o n s tra in t  E q u a tio n s
3.1 S u m m a ry  o f  R esu lts
The prescribed data for the Constraint Equations 2.5 are a constant p, a lapse function N , 
and a mean curvature function t . Recall the definition o f yn  from Equation 2.2. In the 
remainder o f this chapter, we establish the following results:
T h e o r e m  1. (N ear-CM C Results) I f  \t +  YN \ >  2, then there exists a solution (0 ,w ) o f the 
Constraint Equations 2.5 if  and only if p  =  0.
T h e o r e m  2. (Existence) Suppose \t\ =  1 and p  =  0. Then there exists at least one solution 
o f the Constraint Equations 2.5.
3 .2  R e d u c t io n  t o  R o o t  F in d in g
In order to determine the existence o f solutions to the Constraint Equations 2.5, we first show 
that the solution o f Equation 2.5b can be determined up to the value o f 0 (0 ). Substituting 
this value into Equation 2.5a will allow us to define a differential equation whose solutions 
form the basis for the remainder o f our study.
Let Q C R  be an arbitrary interval, 1 <  p  <  ro, m  a positive integer, and define
W m’p(Q) :=  {u  e  Lp(Q) : D ku e  Lp(Q) for 0 <  k <  m }
to be the Sobolev space over Q [Ad03]. Here D k denotes the kth weak partial derivative. We 
will take W ^  to be the set o f positive functions in W m,p. This definition may be extended 
to subsets o f Lfoc(S 1 ), where u e  W m,p(S 1 ) if u is measurable on R, u has m  distributional 
derivatives in L\oc (R ), and u is 2n periodic. The solution space for our model problem is 
W ^ ’p(S 1 ).
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We now show that, given Tt , the existence o f solutions o f the Constraint Equations 2.5 
reduces to finding roots o f a real-valued function. First, we show that the solutions of 
Equation 2.5b can be determined up to the value o f 0 (0 ).
P r o p o s it io n  3. Suppose (0 ,w ) e  W 2’^ ( S 1 ) x W  1,(X(S 1 ) is a solution o f the Constraint 
Equations 2.5. Define
Yn I s■ vN  Is . n  ' (3.1)
Then
w
2 N  =  0 (0 )q [v +  Yn ]. (3.2)
Proof. First, note that t 1 =  2[S0  — Sn] where Sy is the Dirac delta distribution with singularity 
at y. Suppose (0 ,w )  is a solution o f the Constraint Equations 2.5. Then
w1 \ 1
= 2 0 q [So — Sn].
Letting (-, •) denote the pairing o f distributions on test functions, it is clear that
\ 1w
2 N
1  =  0 .
Thus
0 =  (0q (So — Sn), 1) =  0 (0 )q — 0 (n )q,
and we conclude 0(0) =  0 (n ). We now write Equation 2.5b as
/ \ ' w \
and thus
( 2 N )  =  0 (0)q v ,
w
—  =  0 (0 )q [v +  C  ]
where C  is some constant o f integration. Then
w
and since f S■ w1 =  0  we find
-  =  0 (0 )q N  [v +  C  ],
0 =  0 (0 )M  N  [v +  C].
Js1
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Since 0  is a positive function, we conclude
[  N [v +  C] =  0 (3.3)
Js■
and thus can determine C . In particular, Equation 3.3 gives
[  N v  =  —c [  N  = ^  C  =  y n .
Js■ J s.
□
If we substitute Equations 2.1 and 3.2 into Equation 2.5a, we find
—2Kq0" +  R 0 — k [p +  0 (0 )q(v +  yN)]2  0  q 1 +  K(t +  v )20 q 1 =  0 (3.4)
which is a nonlocal equation for 0  since it relies on the value o f 0 (0 ) for all points o f S 1 . 
The following proposition proves that finding solutions to Equation 3.4 is both necessary 
and sufficient for finding solutions o f the Constraint Equations 2.5.
P r o p o s it io n  4. Suppose (0 ,w ) e  W 2 ^ ( S 1 ) x W  1 ,TO(S 1 ) solves the Constraint Equations 
2.5. Then 0  satisfies Equation 3.4. Conversely, if  0  e  W + TO(S 1 ) is a solution o f Equation
3.4 then there exists a solution w e  W  1 ’^ ( S 1 ), determined uniquely up to a constant, o f 
Equation 3.2 and (0 ,w ) is a solution o f the Constraint Equations 2.5.
Proof. First, if (0, w ) solves the Constraint Equations 2.5 then by Proposition 3 we know w 
solves Equation 3.2. Substituting this into Equation 2.5a yields Equation 3.4. Conversely, 
suppose 0  solves Equation 3.4. Since Equation 3.2 is integrable, the solution w e  W  1’^ ( S 1 ) 
determined up to a constant. Suppose w is o f this form. By construction, w solves Equation 
2.5b for 0  and 0  solves Equation 2.5a for w. We conclude (w, 0) is a solution o f the Constraint 
Equations 2.5. □
Our goal, therefore, is to study Equation 3.4. To do so, we introduce a family o f Lich- 
nerowicz equations depending on a positive parameter b:
— 2Kq0'l +  R0b — k [p  +  bq(yn  +  v )]2 0- q +  K(t +  v ) 2 0b =  0. (3.5)
Note that solutions o f Equation 3.5 satisfying 0 b(0) =  b are in one-to-one correspondence 
with solutions o f Equation 3.4. The functions 0 b grow as b increases, so it will be conve­
nient to to work with a rescaled function that is bounded as b ^  ro. Define r0 b =  b- 1 0 b. 
Then Proposition 5 follows from Proposition 4, and thus finding solutions o f the Constraint 
Equations 2.5 reduces to finding solutions o f Equation 3.6:
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P r o p o s it io n  5. The solutions o f the Constraint Equations 2.5 are in one-to-one correspon­
dence with the functions x^ b e  W + ^ (S 1 ) satisfying
b-q+2(—2qK^'b +  R ^ b) — K(pb-q  +  Yn +  v ) 2  ^ - q - 1 +  K(t +  v ) 2 ^ q - 1 =  0 (3.6)
and
^b(0) =  1
fo r  som e b >  0. Given a solution r0 b solving Equation 3.6 and satisfying ^ ( 0 )  =  1, the
corresponding solution 0  o f Equation 3.4 is b^b.
Establishing Theorems 1 and 2 relies on properties o f solutions to Equation 3.6. In
particular, write Equation 3.6 as a Lichnerowicz equation o f the form
—u”  +  Ru — a 2u-q-1  +  p 2 uq - 1 =  0. (3.7)
If p e  W 2 ’™ (S 1 ) and
—p"  +  Rp — a 2p -q-1  +  P2pq-1 <  0 
we say p  is a subsolution o f Equation 3.7. Similarly, if v e  W 2’™ (S 1 ) and
—v"  +  Rv — a 2v -q-1  +  p 2vq-1 >  0
we say v is a supersolution o f Equation 3.7. Subsolutions and supersolutions o f Equation 3.6 
are our main tools for proving the results leading to Theorems 1 and 2. Arguing as in the 
proof o f Proposition 3.10 o f [Ma11], we may establish the following properties o f solutions 
o f Equation 3.7 which are the other necessary tools.
P r o p o s it io n  6 . Suppose a  and P as in Equation 3 .7  belong to L™ (S 1 ) and that a  ^  0 and 
P ^  0. Let p >  1.
1. There exists a unique solution u e  W 2 p(S 1 ), and m oreover u e  W 2  ’™ (S 1 ).
2. I f  p e  W 2 ™ (S 1 ) is a subsolution o f Equation 3 .7  then p <  u.
3. I f  v e  W 2 ™ (S 1 ) is a supersolution o f Equation 3 .7  then v >  u.
4. The solution u e  W 2p depends continuously on (a ,P ) e  L™ x  L™ .
Note that Proposition 6  Parts 2 and 3 are related to the Maximum Principle for the Laplacian 
on S 1 .
We now define a map F  : R > 0  ^  R > 0  which forms the basis o f the remainder o f our 
study.
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D e fin it io n  7. Let t e  R  be constant and let Tt be defined as in Equation 2.1. Let N  be a 
smooth lapse function, y N be defined by Equation 3.1, and R  >  0 ,p  be constants. For b >  0, 
Proposition 6 Part 1 implies that there exists a corresponding solution t^ b e  W 2 ™ (S1) o f 
Equation 3.6. We define F  : R >0 ^  R >0 by
F  (b) =  ^ ,(0 ).
There is one special case that interests us and warrants special notation. I f  p  =  0, we denote
the solution o f Equation 3.6 by ip0,b and denote F 0(b) :=  ^ 0yb(0).
Proposition 5 implies that the existence theory o f the conformal m ethod for the family 
o f data ( v, N , R ) reduces to the study o f the algebraic solutions o f F (b) =  1:
P r o p o s it io n  8 . The solutions (0 ,w ) e  W 2™ x  W 1 ’ ™ (S1) o f Equations 2.5 are in one-to-one  
correspondence with the positive solutions o f F (b) =  1 .
3 .3  S o lu tio n s  o f  F (b) =  1
3 .3 .1  E le m e n ta ry  E stim a tes  fo r  F
Proving Theorems 1 and 2 require that we establish the following:
1. If p  =  0 (that is, if the transverse-traceless tensor is not identically zero) then F (b) is 
O (b-1 ) for b sufficiently small.
2. If p  =  0 then F  is uniformly bounded on (0, ro).
3. For all values p, F (b) is bounded above for b sufficiently large.
4. If p  =  0, then a solution o f F (b) =  1 exists if and only if F (b) <  1 for some b >  0.
We first find bounds for r0 b.
L e m m a  9. Fix b >  0 and suppose \t\ =  1. Define the constants
M b =  m a x {M b,+, M bt-}  






(^b-q  +  yn  ±  1 )2] 2q 
(t ±  1 ) 2
(^b-q  +  yn  ±  1 ) 2  j ^  
2 (t ±  1 ) 2  _
K(^b-q  +  yn  ±  1 ) 2 
2Rb - q + 2
q+ 2
Then m h <  ^ h <  M h. In particular,
m h <  F (b) <  M h.
1
Proof. A  constant M  is a supersolution o f Equation 3.6 if
Rb-q+2M  — n(^b-q  +  yn  +  v ) 2 M -q-1  +  n(t +  v ) 2 M q - 1 >  0.
In particular, note that this can be restated as
Rb-q+2M q+2 +  K(t +  v ) 2 M 2 q >  K(^b-q +  yn  +  v ) 2 
which since R  >  0 holds if
n(t +  v ) 2 M 2 q >  n(^b-q  +  YN ±  1)2 .
Thus M h is a supersolution. Proposition 6  Part 3 now implies that r0h <  M h on S 1
A constant m  is a subsolution o f Equation 3.6 if
Rb-q+2m  — n(^b-q  +  YN +  v ) 2 m - q - 1  +  n(t +  v ) 2 m q - 1  <  0.
In particular, note that m  is a subsolution if both  inequalities
2Rb-q+2m q+2 <  n(^b-q  +  yn  +  v )2,




hold. Now since v  =  ± 1  on S 1, Inequalities 3.8 hold if both
+ 2  K(p b-q +  yn  ±  1 ) 2
<  2Rb - q + 2  ,
2q ^  K(Pb-q +  Yn +  ± ) 2m 2
2n(t ±  1 ) 2
hold. Thus m b is a subsolution. By Proposition 6  Part 2, we have r0 b >  m b on S 1. We 
conclude m b <  r0b <  M b and it follows that m b <  F (b) <  M b. □
We may now estimate r0 b and F (b) for large values o f b using the limiting behavior o f M b 
and m b as b ^  ro.
L e m m a  10. Suppose \t\ =  1. Define
M  =  max Yn — 1
■
q Yn +  1
1 -
q
t — 1 5 t + 1
m  =  min
1 Yn — 1
■
q 1 Yn  +  1
1  "q
2 t — 1 , 2 t + 1
Given t >  0,
m™ — t <  ^b <  M™ +  t 
holds fo r  b sufficiently large. I f  p  =  0 then
fo r  b sufficiently large.
Proof. It is clear that 
As b ^  ro, note that m b ± remains finite but m b ± ^  ro. Thus
lim Mb =  M™
b
lim m b =  m™,
b^ ™
so the bounds m™ — t <  r0b <  M™ +  t hold for b sufficiently large.
If p  =  0, then M™ =  M b and m b =  m™ for b sufficiently large, so m™ <  ^ b <  M™ for all 
b >  0 . □
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The behavior o f F  near zero is determined by the behavior o f the associated sub- and 
supersolutions near zero, which we now investigate.
L e m m a  11. I f  p  =  0, then
Fo(b) <  M™ (3.9)
fo r  all b >  0. I f  p  =  0 there is a positive constant k such that
F (b) >  kb-1 (3.10)
fo r  b sufficiently small.
Proof. The uniform upper bound in Equation 3.9 with p  =  0 follows from Lemma 10.
If p  =  0 then m b =  m in {m b,+ ,m b,- }  for b sufficiently small. Then m b >  kb-1 with k
constant, so Inequality 3.10 follows from Lemma 9. □
The singularity o f F  at b =  0 gives a simple test for determining if there is at least one 
solution o f F (b) =  1. The following lemma concludes the proofs o f the facts listed at the 
beginning o f this section.
L e m m a  12. Suppose p  =  0. Then there exists a solution F (b) =  1 if  and only if  fo r  some 
b >  0 , F (b) <  1 .
Proof. It follows from Lemma 11 that F  >  1 for b sufficiently small. Fixing p >  1, by 
Proposition 6  Part 4 the map b ^  r0b from (0, ro) to W 2 ,p(S 1 ) is continuous. Furthemore, 
F  is continuous since W 2,p ^  C (S 1 ) is a continuous embedding (see the Sobolev embedding 
theorem of [Ad03]). By our suppositions, there exists a b such that F (b) <  1 so the desired
result follows from the Intermediate Value Theorem. □
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.
3 .3 .2  P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  1 (N e a r -C M C  R e su lts )
To prove Theorem 1, it remains to establish the following facts:
1. If \t +  y N\ >  2 then lim supb^ ™ F (b) <  1.
2. F 0 (b) <  1 for all b.
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The existence o f a solution o f F (b) =  1 follows from Fact 1 and Lemma 12. The non­
existence o f solutions o f F 0 (b) =  1 follows from Fact 2. The upper bounds o f Facts 1 and 2 
follow from the constant supersolutions o f Lemma 9.
We first establish Fact 1.
L e m m a  13. Suppose \t +  YN \ >  2. Then
M™ <  1.
Proof. First note that by the triangle inequality for integrals, \yN \ <  1. Thus \t\ >  1. 
Suppose t >  1. Then
M q =  max Yn  — 1
t 1
Yn  +  1
t + 1
max 1 — Yn  Yn  +  1 
t — 1  , t +  1
By our suppositions, 2 <  t +  YN so 1 — YN < t  — 1. Also, YN <  1 <  t so YN +  1 < t  +  1. We 
conclude M™ <  1.
Now suppose t <  — 1. Then
M q =  max Yn — 1
t 1
Yn +  1
t + 1
max 1 — Yn  Yn  +  1 
1  -  t , - t -  1
By our suppositions, 2  <  —t — yN so 1 +  YN <  —t — 1. Also, t <  —1 <  YN so 1 — YN <  1 — t. 
Again M™ <  1.
We conclude M™ <  1 for all \t\ >  1. □
If p  =  0, we have the following non-existence result. This corollary proves Fact 2.
C o r o lla r y  14. I f  \t +  Yn\ >  2 then F 0 (b) <  1 fo r  all b >  0. In particular, there are no 
solutions o f  F 0 (b) =  1.
Proof. Recall from Lemma 10 that p  =  0 implies M b =  M™ for all b >  0. By Lemma 13,
M™ <  1. Thus F 0 (b) <  1 for all b >  0. □
The proof o f Theorem 1 follows from Corollary 14 and Proposition 8 : there exists a 
solution o f the Constraint Equations 2.5 if and only if p  =  0 .
We now turn to the proof o f Theorem 2.
3 .3 .3  P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2 (E x is te n c e )
To establish Theorem 2, it remains to prove the following facts:
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1  If \t \ =  1  then limb—™ A ,b (0) =  { 1^_1/q \t \ <  1  .
2. There exists a constant c such that ip0,b <  1 — cb-q+2 for b sufficiently large.
3. There exists a constant k such that r0 b <  ip0,b +  kb-q  for b sufficiently large.
W hen t <  1, it follows from Fact 1 and the Intermediate Value Theorem that there exists 
a b for which F (b) =  1. Assuming \t\ >  1 , the same conclusion follows from Facts 2  and 3.
To establish Fact 1, we reduce to the case considered in Theorem 4.1 o f [Ma11]. To this
end, consider the singularly perturbed Lichnerowicz equation
—e2 (u" — Ru) — a 2u -q-1  +  P 2uq-1 =  0 (3.11)
where a ,P  are constant on (—n, 0) and (0 ,n ) with values a ±  and P±, respectively, and 
u G W +™ (S1). We seek to construct supersolutions o f Equation 3.11 in the form u€ — k€ 
where k€ is a constants such that k€ ^  0  as e ^  0  and u€ satisfies
—e2u" — a 2u - q - 1 +  P2uq- 1 =  0. (3.12)
Equation 3.12 was analyzed in [Ma11], where the following Theorem  15 was proven as The­
orem 4.1. Recall that a function f  (x ) converges rapidly to L  at zero if
lim \ f  (x) — L \ x -n  =  0x -^0
for all n G N.
T h e o r e m  15 (Proven in [Ma11]). Suppose that P-  =  0 and P+ =  0. Then
. 1
\ a+ \ +  \ a-\
lim ue(0 ) 
€—^0 \ P+ \ +  \ P -  \
and this convergence is rapid.
We remark that Equation 3.12 becomes algebraic in u€ as e ^  0 and thus we expect 
u€ ^  \a±/P±\1/q away from discontinuities o f a  and P [Ma11]. In particular, u€ is finite and
u€ =  max
a 1/q a -
P - P -
1/q
(3.13)
is a constant supersolution o f Equation 3.12 for all e so long as P± =  0.
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We now investigate supersolutions o f Equation 3.11. These supersolutions must satisfy
—e2(u€ — k€)" +  e2 R (u € — k€) — a 2(u€ — k€) q 1 +  P2(u€ — k€)q 1 >  0 . (3.14)
Since k€ is constant, we have —e2(u€ — k€)"  =  —e2 u" and substituting Equation 3.12 into 
Equation 3.14 we find
a 2 u - q - 1  — P2uq-1 +  e2R (u € — k€) — a 2(u€ — k€) -q-1  +  P 2 (u€ — k€ ) q - 1  >  0.
(Note that letting k€ =  0 gives an immediate supersolution o f Equation 3.14. This, however, 
is insufficient for our purposes.) We consider two conditions which, when simultaneously 
true, guarantee a supersolution:
e2R (u € — k€) >  2a2((u € — k€) q 1 — ue q 1),-
e2R (u € — k€) >  2P2(uq 1 — (u€ — k€) )q 1.
(3.15a)
(3.15b)
We first address Equation 3.15a. We have
kf
u€
2e2R u A  1 -  —  >  a 2u7q -M  1 -  —  -  1
kf
u€
-  q- 1
which holds if and only if
Let y  =  — and define
2e2Ruq+2 >  1 1  — ~   ^ — 1
a 2 1  _ uc
f  (y)
( 1  — y ) - q - 1  — 1
1  — y
Recall u€ is a positive function, so we may assume u€ — k€ >  0. Then 0 <  y <  1 and we seek 
a constant c such that
cy <  f  (y ) ■ (3.16)
Note that f  >  0 and
f ' (y)
(q +  2) ( 1  — y ) -  q- 1 1
( 1  — y ) 2
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and (q +  2) (1 — y) q 1 >  1 so f ' >  0. In particular, f  is increasing on 0 <  y <  1 and 
therefore a c as in Equation 3.16 exists and we take
2e2R (  q+ 3
K  = ------- ------ca
where Z =  sup€ u€. That Z is finite follows from the fact that Equation 3.13 defines a constant 
supersolution o f Equation 3.12. The argument for Equation 3.15b is similar, so we let
2e2R ( q + 3  2e2RZ3-q 
ca 2 , cP:
ke =  m a x j e RZ , " R 2  \ (3.17)
where c is a constant taking the place o f c. In particular, we now have ip0,b <  u€ — k€.
We may now apply Theorem 15 to prove Fact 1.
P r o p o s it io n  16. Assuming \t\ =  1,
lim ^ 0 ,b(0 ) =  {  , , \ \
b—™ , | \t\ 1/q, \t\ >  1.
Proof. Let e2  =  2nqb-q+2, a ±  =  yn  ±  1, and P± =  t ±  1. Applying Theorem 15 to Equation
3.12, we find
\Yn +  1 \ +  \yn — 1 \lim ^ b(0 )b—™ |t +  1 | +  |t — 1 |
From \yn \ <  1, we have
\1 +  Yn  \ +  \ yn  — 1 \ =  2 ,
while |t| <  1  implies
\ 1  + 1\ +  \1 — t\ =  2 .
Also, |t| >  1  gives
\ 1  + 1\ +  \ 1  — t\ =  2 \t\
and the desired result follows. □
Recalling that ^ 0 ,b <  u€ — k€, Fact 2 follows from Fact 1, the definition o f k€ in Equation 
3.17, and the rapid convergence o f u€ to 1. Thus it remains to prove Fact 3.
W hen b is large, note that the contribution o f pb-q  to Equation 3.6 is small so we expect 
^ b ^  ^ 0,b as b —y w . To establish this, we show that perturbations o f ip0,b are sub- and 





— ™ ,M n L ™
via
Gb(K  ) =  Nb (A ,b  +  K ) (3.18)
where, we recall, ip0,b solves
b- q + 2 (—2qn^^b +  R ^ 0,b) — k (yn  +  v  ) 2 ^ - q - 1  +  n(t +  v f ^ - 1 =  0, (3.19)
and N b : W +p(S 1 ) — Lp(S 1 ) is the nonlinear Lichnerowicz operator
N b(w) =  (—2qnw11 +  Rw )b-q+2 — n(pb-q  +  yN +  v ) 2  w -q-1  +  n(t +  v )2wq-1.
Note that ^ 0 ,b +  K  is a subsolution o f Equation 3.6 with r0 b if Gb( K ) <  0 a.e. It follows from 
Equation 3.19 that
Gb(K  ) =  D ( K ) +  E ( K ), (3.20)
where
D ( K ) =  K(t +  v ) 2 [(^ 0 ,b +  K  )q-1 — ^ q- 1 ] +  Rb-q+2[(^0,b +  K ) — ^,b],
E (K ) =  k (Yn +  v ) 2 V q — [^ (^ b q +  Yn +  v ) 2 ](^ 0 ,b +  K ) q 1.
The following lemma establishes constants which we will use to bound E , which in turn 
allows us to bound r0 b.
L e m m a  17. There exist positive constants E - ,E +  such that
E - K  <  k (yn  +  v ^ - T 1 — fa b ,  +  K ) - q- 1 ] <  E + K , K  >  0 , 3
E + K  <  k (yn  +  v ) 2 W "0 r ‘ — W’0 ,b +  K I- - 1 ] <  E - K ,  K  <  0 '
fo r  all b >  1 and all K  G [—m /2,M ™ ].
Proof. Let A  G [m, M™] and K  G [—m/2, M™] and define 
f A ( K  ) =  A - q - 1 — (A  +  K  ) -q -1 .
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Then
! a ( K ) =  K  [  (q +  1 )(A  +  t K ) -q -2 dt,
Jo
so by the triangle inequality for integrals we find
(q +  1 )(2 M ^ )-q -2 K  <  f A ( K ) <  (q +  1 )(m /2 )-q -2 K
when K  >  0 and
(q +  1 )(m /2 )-q -2 K  <  f A ( K ) <  (q +  1 )(2 M ^ )-q -2 K
when K  <  0. Letting
E+ =  m ax[(yn — 1)2, (yn  +  1)2](q +  1 )(m /2 )-q -2 ,
E -  =  min[(YN — 1)2, (yn  +  1)2](q +  1 ) ( m / 2 ) - q - 2
it is clear that Equation 3.21 holds. □
We now have the tools to prove Fact 3.
P r o p o s it io n  18. There exists a constant k >  0 such that
<  ^o,h +  kb-q  (3.22)
fo r  all b sufficiently large.
Proof. First, observe that D (K ) has the same sign as K  and thus Gh( K ) >  0 when K  >  0
and E ( K ) >  0. Suppose 0 <  K  <  M ^ . Then from Lemma 17 we find
E ( K ) =  k (yn  +  v ) 2 ( ^ - q - 1  — (^o,h +  K  ) - q - 1  — [^(^b-q +  2^b-q (yn  +  v  ))](^o,h +  K  ) - q - 1
>  E - K  — [ ^ 2 b-2q +  4 ^ | b -q ] (m /2 ) -q -1 .
Define
K + (b) =  [KM b-q +  4K|^ |](m /2 )-q- b_q
In particular, 0 <  K +(b) <  M ^  when b is sufficiently large. Then E (K +(b)) >  0 and it 
follows that Gh(K +(b )) >  0.
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In this construction, K +(b) =  O(b q). Since Gb(K +(b )) >  0, it follows that 0 0;b +  K +(b) 
is a supersolution o f Equation 3.6. That is,
0 b <  0 0,b +  K +(b)
when b is sufficiently large. Taking b —  to  therefore results in Equation 3.22. □
Having established Facts 1 through 3 provides the proof for Theorem 2. In particular, 
taking Propositions 16 and 18 together we find
0b <  0 0 ,b +  kb-q
<  1  — cb-q +2 +  kb-2 
< 1
for b sufficiently large. Theorem 2 then follows from the Intermediate Value Theorem and 
Lemma 12.
We remark that the existence o f solutions to our model problem, in contrast to the 
nonexistence in [Ma11], shows the fragility o f the nonexistence regime to the condition R  =  0.
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C h a p te r  4
C o n c lu s io n  an d  F u tu re  W o r k
We have shown that in both  the near- and far-from -CM C regimes o f our model problem on 
Sn - 1  x S 1, a solution to the Constraint Equations 2.5 exists so long as the transverse-traceless 
tensor is nonzero. We believe that by arguing as in [Ma11], we can establish uniqueness in the 
near-CM C regime. In the far-from CM C regime, we conjecture that the non-uniqueness of 
solutions in [Ma11] suggests the possibility o f non-uniqueness in our m odel problem. Future 
work will address these questions. Furthermore, another natural case to consider is that of 
a model problem on a manifold with a Yamabe-negative metric.
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